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One of the most soulful part of one’s body
are their eyes. One can express a number of
emotions through their beautiful eyes. And
the wedding being one of the most
important days in a woman’s life, she wants
to look her best for the occasion. The bridal
makeup helps in highlighting the best
feature of the face, and hence should be
perfect. So let your eyes do the talking on
your D-Day!

There are some basic things to remember
before you get your eye makeup done. Get
your eyebrows done a day before the
wedding day to avoid irritation and
redness. Avoid dark circles by taking
proper sleep or getting eye masks done to
get rid of tiredness.

Types of Beautiful Indian
Bridal Eye Makeup
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Classic Red and Gold

Smokey Eye Makeup

Traditional and elegant, the classic
combination of red and gold as
bridal eye makeup is evergreen.
It’s perfectly suited if you are
wearing a red bridal lehenga and
will bring out the colour of our
outfit.

Let your eyes stand out with
smokey eye makeup. It is bold and
gives the eyes an absolutely
stunning look. Paired with red or
the colour of your outfit will make
the makeup even better. You can
go for light smokey, medium or
intensive smokey makeup based
on preference.
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Copper Eye Makeup
Basically an alternative idea to smokey
eyes, copper makeup is shimmery and
stylish. The colour is a little bold but
mainly subtle, giving an elegant look.
This makes the eyes appear larger and
can match any wedding outfit.

Peacock Eye Makeup
This is the perfect makeup which
enhances blue, turquoise and other
shades with hints of silver. It gives the
eyes an extremely exquisite and exotic
look. Heavy lidded eyelashes and
eyebrows paired with the peacock
makeup is one of the best wedding
makeup choice.

Double Eyeliner Makeup

Pretty Pink

A twist to the regular lined eyes, double
eyeliner gives density to eyes, giving
them a larger look. This leads to the eyes
to stand out in an elegant way and is
preferable for a stunning wedding look.
Pair it with the colour of your outfit for
the best effect.

Pastel shades are TOTALLY IN fashion
these days. And a sparkling pink eye
makeup to match your pastel lehenga is
probably the best combination for the
wedding day.
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Exquisite golden makeup and eyebrow decoration with the
classic red and gold lehenga combination
Photo courtesy - Hamara event

Bridal Lipstick Shades Which
Should Be in Your Beauty Kit
Every bride wants to look flawless for her
dream wedding day. She wants everything
to be pitch perfect; from her outfits to
jewellery, makeup to hair. This is the most
memorable day of her life and of course, it
needs to be planned precisely. When it
comes to makeup, eye makeup is not of
sole importance. The correct choice of
bridal lipstick colour is essential too. While
choosing the perfect shade for an Indian
bride, a lot of factors have to be kept in
mind. The colour coordination of the
lipstick with not only the outfit and
jewellery but the skin tone is important for
the best look. Confused? No worries. Here
are 10 bridal lipstick shades for an Indian
bride that should definitely grab a spot in
your beauty kit.

Matte Red - M.A.C
Matte shades, hands down, are beautiful
and stunning. and M.A.C offers some of
the best of those. Matte are long lasting
lipsticks for weddings and give an elegant
and pouty look to the lips. Synchronized
with matte nailpaints, you can complete
your hot bridal look.

Mauve - Lakme Absolute
A vintage and classy shade, Mauve is an
excellent choice for a bridal lip shade. It's
sophisticated and makes your lips look
luscious.

Berry Red - Smashbox Liquid Lipstick
Liquid lipsticks have gained rapid
popularity which they actually deserve.
The best long lasting lipstick for weddings
combined with the beautiful colour of
berry red should be your very first pick. It's
bold, unique and matches all kinds of
outfits.

Pink - Maybelline
Pink and its shades are another exclusive
colour for brides. Red has become a very
common colour for Indian weddings, and
pink is a bold, unique comeback for the
brides. Go for one of the top bridal lipsticks
by gliding a little pink over your lips!

Raspberry - Revlon Colorburst
Another one from the family of pink, this
shade is perfect suited for the lovers of
berry colours and goes well for Indian
brides with a dusky complexion.
Up to Down - Berry Red Smashbox Liquid Lipstick, Raspberry Revlon Colourburst
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Kylie Lip Kit - V Color Pop
The lip shades in this are an absolute
requirement of the beauty kit for your
wedding. With a range of absolutely
stunning and subtle pastel matte liquid
lipsticks, you can go for any colour of your
choice for your big day.

Brown - L'Oreal Paris
Brown is another exquisite and bold shade
and is the choice of many Indian women.
A bold brown can compliment a heavy
lidded smokey eye makeup and can go
with darker shades of lehenga.

Ruby Red - M.A.C Retro
Ruby Red is an Indian wedding favourite.
If you're going for the classic blood red
lehenga, this should be your pick for the
perfect match,

Dark Peach - Nykaa
An upcoming shade, dark peach or coral
peach is an absolutely stunning shade. It's
subtle, soft and long lasting and gives a
beautiful, elegant look.

Ruby Pink - Maybelline
At times, pink seems too bright or of a
lighter shade as expected of a bride to
wear. But if you are a pink fanatic, you can
go for this darker shade offered by
Maybelline which will complete your
bridal look and your lips will be picture
perfect. #Selfies

Up to Down - Kylie Lip Kit, Ruby Red M.A.C Retro, Dark Peach Mykaa
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Solah Shringar
The Sixteen Steps of Bridal
Makeup
Solah means sixteen and Shringar means makeup or adornments. So, solah shringar is
the 16 steps that women follow for their beautification from head to toe at the time of
their wedding, some religious ceremony or festival. They have a sentimental value
attached to them as they help a woman transcend into a beautiful bliss of being married
in India. It is believed that these adornments increase the beauty of women by giving
them a celestial beauty and divinity.
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Excellent makeup is one of the most essential requirement
for a bride on her D-Day
Photo courtesy - Hamara event

Vendor of the Week

This edition's special

Makeup Quiz

Sparkle By Ridhima Talwar
Ridhima Talwar, a professional Makeup
Artist based in Delhi, is Certified by
AOFM, TIMA, Star Academy for her
achievements is known for all type of
makeup & party makeovers.

www.wedamor.com/makeup-test/

Stunning and elegant pink lip shade matching the outfit.
Photo courtesy - Intocandid

Best Airbrush Makeup Kits
For 2018
The criticism of women taking time to get
ready is something that everyone has
heard of. But at times people don't realise
that most of the time is spent only in
applying makeup. Traditional makeup
requires a lot of layering in order to
achieve the final result. This leads to its
consistency being thick and heavy.
Generally, women with unusual skin tones
find the makeup matching their skin
pigment easily. But every woman may not
want a thick layer of makeup, since it can
cake, shine or become uneven with time.
Airbrush is an upcoming technology, and
totally deserves the rapid popularity it is
gaining! This technology includes the
airbrush gun and an air compressor, to be
used with a special airbrush foundation.

The application of the foundation with a
gun makes it of a very thin consistency,
hence reducing the heaviness and the task
of layering. It comes in the form of a mist as
it covers the face, creating a natural looking
complexion. Some of the advantages of
Airbrush are –
Lightweight
Hygienic application
Long lasting
Suitable for all skin types
Natural looking
Stunning coverage
Here is a list of Best Airbrush Makeup Kits
of 2018 which you should definitely try
today!

Pinkiou Airbrush Kit for Face
A very basic kit prefered for both
professional and personal use for people
on a budget. This is the most preferable for
the perfect wedding look. This is handy
and used for multipurposes. The set
consists of the gun and the compressor but
is compatible with almost all brands of
airbrush makeup products at an affordable
price.

Belloccio Professional Beauty
Airbrush Cosmetic Makeup System
Preferable for outdoor shoots and
weddings, this is one of the Best Airbrush
Makeup Kits. With three air flow settings,
this compressor system gives freedom to
choose the type of coverage as per the
occasion. This contains a regular primer,
foundation, blush, bronzer, shimmer, and
the equipment, accompanied by a
concealer, a makeup sponge, and a
finishing and setting spray.
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Aeroblend Airbrush Makeup
Personal Starter Kit

Photo Finish Professional Airbrush
Cosmetic Makeup System Kit

If you are new to the technology, this is
the kit for you. Along with the air
compressor, gun, and user guide, this kit
comes with 5 foundations shades, 2
blushes, one bronzer, and one highlighter.
The application of the mist helps in
covering blemishes, acne marks, and dark
circles, giving look preferable for
everyday use. This can be used for both
light and heavy looks.

This is one of the most preferable,
affordable makeup kit designed for
professional use. Since it is available in six
shade ranges with matte and luminous
finishes, this can be used on any model.
The makeup set contains 6 foundations,
one highlighter, one finishing powder, one
concealer, one blush, and one anti-aging
moisturizing primer. This gives a long
lasting, waterproof base and all the
products and equipment come in a deluxe
carrying bag.

Tru Airbrush Makeup Basic Kit
Water and mineral-based products which
are free from parabens makes this the
preferable kit for sensitive skin. They are
made up of a soy protein which gives a
natural, waterproof look. This kit contains
two foundation shades and a berry blush
apart from the compressor and the stylus.
The carrying case is good for keeping all
the products together, making the kit
handy and easy to maintain.

Tickled Pink Airbrush Makeup Kit
Because this is Enriched with 89% aloe
vera content, the foundations of this kit are
good for dry and sensitive skin that comes
along with an additional moisturizer. Its
waterproof, long-lasting effect allows
absolutely no need of touch-up or fear of
caking. The formula of the products is
good for the skin and is rich in
antioxidants, which comes with three air
pressure settings to help control the
coverage.

TEMPTU 2.0 Premier Airbrush
Makeup Kit
Since this kit contains 12 shades of
foundation, this is the perfect choice for
base makeup. This comes with an airbrush
cleaner with a cleaning kit because
foundation may clog the equipment. This
kit is good for silicone-based foundations
and gives an even application, and the kit
lasts for years. The makeup stays all day
long and the it is easy to control the
amount of coverage a per requirement.
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A bride with subtle pink and golden makeup matching the
colour of her lehenga
Photo courtesy - planet zuri

Bridal Makeup Hacks For This
Wedding Season
Is your wedding day giving you sleepless night? Well, this is your big day and your makeup is
one less thing you should worry about. So let’s have a look at some of the easy to follow bridal
makeup hacks for this wedding season to get that gorgeous and flawless look.
Add the Colour “RED” to Your
Bridal Makeup
The Red lips concept are often spotted on
the runways, in the movies and almost
everywhere else we look. Red is the
traditional colour for our Indian weddings
and it will never ever go out of fashion! So
do expect to see red in gloss, mattes,
scarlet, true reds, deep or even the winey
and semi-glossy hues. If you adore orange,
go in for the burnt orange-red colour this
wedding season. For softer lips, choose the
glossy peaches but make sure you do the
eyes in a smoky, metallic manner.

Don’t Forget the Tinch of Blush
Going without a blush is strictly advised
against this season. Do not forget to apply
the shimmery highlights to your cheeks.
(You could also perk up your cheeks with
the blushes in the reds, pinks, peaches or
even the oranges). Blushes make you look
more beautiful and at the same time makes
your overall look better. Use subtle blush
during the day and darker hues during the
night. Make sure that the colour of your
skin tone and the blush are in harmony.
Wipe the excess blush carefully and make
sure to blend it properly.
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Cat Eyes are the Perfect Match

Orange is the New Pink

The autumn and winter 2018 are all about
the eyelashes and brows. Full brows are in
vogue, but it does not mean that you have
an unkempt look. Make sure you tweeze or
pull off the extra hair. Full eyelashes and
full eyebrows will give you all the required
attention that you need for being the
stunning and gorgeous bride.You can twist
the very traditional upward sloping cat eye
with rather a silvery blue sloping wings on
the corner of the eyes and then use
downward look for that splendid final look
and trust us this bridal makeup hack will
never go outdated.

We recommend you to apply orange nail
polish, orange eyeshadow (if you dare!)
and a blood red lipstick with an orange
base. This will not only enhance your
fashion quotient but also make you stand
out from the crowd. Orange accessories in
the form of bags or policy, or even shoes
etc. will work well too this wedding
season.

Black eyeliner is a must-have, this season.
We recommend CoverGirl’s Liquiline Blast
kit as a part of your makeup kit for this
wedding season. It goes on smoothly like a
normal pencil and lasts long as well. Its total
performance is undoubtedly recommended
by several stylists. For best results, apply
the metallic eye shadow to the lid to
contour and then once it dries a little,
follow up with the liner.
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As wedding is a one-time affair, we
recommend you to play with the looks,
experiment, go bold and stand out. Try
bold colours and then balance it out with
rather subtle attires. Use oranges, blue
hues and even a dash of red to complete
the look. False eyelashes and thick
mascara coatings will help you achieve the
goddess-like look. Try using different
styles of eye makeup. Smoky eyes never
go wrong for wedding ceremonies. We
hope these easy bridal makeup hacks will
help you get all the eyeballs rolling for
you.

TaaniVaani Makeovers

Previous Edition
Wedding Invitation
This is the ultimate guide for all
the latest and upcoming wedding
invitation tips and suggestions.
From trendy wedding invites to
unique invitation quotes, we got
you covered!

098105 09427

www.facebook.com/Taanivaani/

About Us
Your search for a perfect Indian wedding magazine is over with Knit the Knot. It is a free
online wedding magazine featuring the latest trends in weddings, with new ideas, tips and
advice decoration ideas, wedding venue guides, honeymoon destinations and more to
help you plan your dream wedding.Whether it is for a wedding that you have always
envisioned or a honeymoon that will only corroborate your relationship with your
beloved, discover the best options available to you in your budget to make the day special.

Contact Us
Next Edition
Bridal Mehendi
The richness of your mehendi
color shows how deep your bond
will be with your partner. Be a
part of our Bridal Mehendi
edition to know the latest and
trendy mehendi styles this
season.
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